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Attention Kofi Annan UN Secretary General

This is a song written in honor of Kofi Annan By Rachel
Pashman (Leah Winslett)
and Duane Thomas. We felt Mr. Annan May enjoy seeing a
copy of the words. We
would be most honored to preform this and other
arangements on request.

Rachel Pashman (Leah Winslett)
248-968-0928
14581BalfourPiace
Oakpark MI. 48237
Email- Rpashman@msn.com
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(The Bridge of Peace)Kofi Annan

By Leah Winslett and Duane Thomas

Kofi Annan in you throbs the power of the universe.
change our minds, with common sense,
and spirit like our grandfathers of oid.
You drum the songs to end our hurt, for honors worth.

Kofi Annan your eyes hold the hope of the world.
With dignity and strength, A gift for our time.
You've shown us love is greater than hurt.

(CHORUS)

Conscience of all, you're the bridge of peace, in a world with
no hope*
The Earth it trembles beneath, the power of your love.
Touch us now as we sing we dance and pray all our days.
That you will help us find a better way.
(Solo)

Kofi Annan alone with our thoughts you listened and heard.
Eyes closed felt the mystery, and the pain of our world.
Listen for the answers, as you walk this sacred path.
(Chorus)
A better way.
The better way.
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.. Native American.

Jew.
Songwriter.

Ufe-long musician.

. Healer- Orthodox
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separated from her sister at the age of 12 - Leah was marned at 16. After tive
abusive years, she was divorced.

Leah then re-married and adopted a handicapped child. The family
moved to the West Bank of Israel, where she worked as midwife and obtained
joint US/Israeli citizenship. Most importantly, it was in Israel where her life-long
musicianship flourished, most notably by performing throughout the Israel with
one of the country's most popular female groups, Tofa Ah.

After more than five years in Israel, Leah returned to the U.S., choosing to
settle in the Detroit area. By settling in the legendary Motor City, Leah immersed
herself in two of its most vital communities: its legendary music community, and
the strong Orthodox Jewish community. And since she arrived in Detroit, Leah
has formed a new band, featuring a number of Nashville veterans, named after
the Native American legend: Dreamcatcher. With a new cast of collaborators,
Leah has written a new batch of songs drawn from her life. She also, most
importantly, had a new baby daughter.

And if genealogy has anything to do with talent, Leah is a cousin of Trisha
Yearwood.

For more information, contact Lex Kuhne at 248.644.4539.




